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Vibratory devices were tried without success. Based on their unique application needs, the solution
developed to promote material flow was the addition of an AcoustiClean® Model ACL 17220 sonic
horn to the railcar's top access hatch.
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Using a sound frequency of 220 Hz, pulsed for 8 seconds at 5 minute intervals, the ACL
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THE RESULT
This solution was well received by the sugar distributor
due to the cost savings associated with faster loadout times and increased safety of their site personnel.
Since December of 2017, they have purchased two
additional ACL 17220 sonic horns, with the intent to
purchase more for other facilities.
Links (Click title):
AcoustiClean Models webpage
Model ACL 17220 Product Sheet (PDF)

Model ACL 17220

MORE INFORMATION
Read another AcoustiClean case study

Get a product overview of AcoustiClean
After such impressive results, the company decided to cut ou

factories and replace them with AcoustiClean® Model ACLs.

5
YEAR

WARRANTY

Control Concepts, Inc provides a 5 year
warranty on AcoustiClean Model ACL
with proper maintenance.

Control Concepts, Inc provides a 5 year warranty on AcoustiClean Model ACL with proper maintenance.

MORE INFORMATION

ACOUSTICLEAN IS USED BY COMPANIES SUCH AS
Read our case study for Sugar
Get a product overview of AcoustiClean
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